
According to an Exhaustive Study by the NIH
Video Review of Simulation Training is a Superior 

Approach for Medical Student Learning

Simplicity That Works

As a military medical instructor your mission is to prepare the next 
generation of military Physicians and Nurses for a lifetime of service.



Interact Solution is a audio-video simulation management 

system designed for medical instructors to record, organize and grade student 

simulations. Delivering timely evidence-based feedback, Interact Solution is an 

ideal complement to your existing curriculum.

ABOUT US
Interact Solution was developed by listening to simulation experts like you. Our directive was to

create an evidence based video simulation management system that is easy to use, by

instructors and students, regardless of technical savvy. In addition, they wanted a mobile

application that could be used away from the simulation room, allowing them to extend their

training into the field.

Based on a decade of client feedback, our solution is designed to work, within any simulation

environment, spanning the entire Health Sciences spectrum.

Today, prestigious organizations, all over the country, rely on our technology to strengthen

knowledge retention across a wide spectrum of simulation environments.

Simplicity That Works



ABOUT OUR TECHNOLOGY
It’s Simplicity That Works!

Benefits of working with us

• Interoperability allows us to work 

with all major manikin 

companies

• We are highly Accessible and 

we listen to your needs

• Simplicity that works in most  

simulation environments

Noteworthy Features

Why Limit Your Training to a Fixed Location?

Our Mobile Application empowers instructors and students to train in the field 

and complements formal annotations with freestyle onscreen notes.

Interact Solution is an audio-video simulation management system designed to

record, organize and annotate student simulations. Instructors can create student

rubrics, bookmark and annotate simulation videos and deliver immediate feedback for

formative development.

Video Distribution

Easily store and distribute content by 

individuals, groups, departments, 

sections, classifications, organizations 

and/or locations.

Single Sign On
Integrates with LDAP and Active 
Directory for Single Sign On and easy 
import of student account information.

Video Compression

60% compression means that all 

recordings are accessible in less than 

60 seconds regardless of size!

Enterprise-Level Security

2048 bit encryption with SSL 

Certificates and each individual has a 

unique profile.

Government Compliance

HIPPA and FERPA Compliance

Live Streaming

Live streaming via my web browser for 

real-time coaching and debriefing.

OSCE Management

Automate OSCE scheduling, 

enrollment and notifications.

Multi-angle video capture

Capture wide, medium and close-ups at 

once with the most flexible camera 

support in the industry. Web, IP, and 

SDI cameras are all supported.

Automation

Assemble user portfolios automatically 

while tracking performance and 

progress. The comprehensive record of 

all center activities for each user is 

filterable and searchable.



Website: www.interactsolution.com

Information: info@cenergyit.com

Phone: 706-460-3108

Simplicity That Works

The United States military conducts medical simulation training at locations all around the 

world - all of which have highly diverse capabilities and requirements.  

Whether it is in a simulation room at a military hospital, during combat training in the 

desert, or on the deck of an aircraft carrier, our technology is designed to complement 

medical simulation training so that the world’s finest physicians, nurses, medics, 

corpsmen, and technicians are ready to deliver the right kind of care when it’s most 
critical. 

http://www.interactsolution.com/
mailto:info@cenergyit.com

